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CAREERS AT TUTORIALS POINT

For creating effective tutorials, transforming them onto web-pages and maintaining
their quality, we need experts in diverse technical fields.

We are hiring self-motivated, intelligent and result-oriented human resource with an
edge of producing quality work.

While reading this, the first question may come to your mind –

Why should I work with tutorialspoint?

Great salaries, friendly working environment, enjoyable work of your choice, deliveries
with zero stress, due recognition of your hard work, what else you need?

Yes, we work in airy, quiet and conducive environment. We think employees can
produce their best when entrusted. We are completely transparent in what we do and
we assure you a stress-free work culture where you feel at home and work with applying
full knowledge, skills and abilities.

What more, you get recognition as your tutorials are uploaded onto our website, which
millions of readers around the world access each day.

We are looking for competent resources for the following positions –

Tutorial Authors

Location: Hyderabad, INDIA

Responsibility -

If you have expertise in any IT and Engineering related subject and you are passionate
to write then we can work together to bring the best content for self learning purpose.

Renumeration -

The best in industry

Experience -

Minimum 4 years of experience in development, teaching, writing books, articles,
tutorials etc.

Skills required -

Excellent written and presentation skill.
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Ability to create training contents in HTML, MS Word, MS-Powerpoint
slideshow, audio and video format

Enthusiastic, persistent and sincere

Technical Corporate Trainers

Location: Hyderabad, INDIA

Responsibility -

You will be conducting training sessions online as well as offline, using domain
knowledge of the subject and soft skills.

Experience -

4 – 5 years of experience in teaching, carrying out training sessions in online, offline,
virtual or actual classroom.

Skills required -

Excellent written and verbal command over English

Perfect English accent to deliver training for international learners

Ability to create training contents in MS-Powerpoint slideshow, audio and video
format

Willingness to learn new technologies and develop training contents on the
same

Enthusiastic, persistent and sincere

Candidates having knowledge of screen capturing and video recording/editing
tools such as Camtasia Studio, Pinnacle Studio or Sony Vegas Pro or any other,
will be preferred.

Senior Web Developers

Location: Hyderabad, INDIA

Responsibility -

You will be developing web based applications.

Experience -

6 – 8 years of work experience in designing, developing and testing of web based
applications and state-of-the-art websites

Skills required -



Core understanding of Information Technology, Software Engineering subjects,
SDLC.

Excellent command over Linux or any parallel with its internals such as
memory, file and security management, communication between servers

Proficiency in HTML-5, CSS3, Node.js, D3.js, JavaScript, PHP, Pearl, C, C++ or
any other programming languages and framework like jQuery and Sencha

Complete knowledge about SDLC and strict follower of the same.

Knowledge of designing GUI for web based applications

Result-orientation, dedication, analytical attitude

Candidates having knowledge of formatting contents using HTML-5 and CSS3 and
work experience as Subject Matter Expert will be preferred.

Senior Technical Writers and Proof Readers

Location: Hyderabad, INDIA

Responsibility -

You will be presenting unformatted contents into simple, correct, attractive,
consistent and engaging format. You will be creating/rewriting existing documents.

Experience -

4 – 6 years of work experience in preparing technical documents such as how-to
guides, user guides, reference, technical, system or user manuals etc.

Skills required -

Strong understanding of DDLC.

Excellent verbal and written command over English

Proficiency in using Microsoft Manual of Style (MMS), Chicago Manual of Style
(CMOS), American Psychological Association (APA), Modern Language
Association (MLA) or any other style guide

Eagle’s eye to spot errors, omissions or mistakes

Excellent aesthetic sense of presentation

Knowledge of handling MS Office suite and other text file formats

Candidates having knowledge of formatting contents using HTML-5, CSS3 and work
experience of publication organization will be preferred.



Graphics Designers

Location: Hyderabad, INDIA

Responsibility -

You will be creating beautiful art work for decorating web based tutorials and book
covers. You will increase aesthetic aspect of unfinished video tutorials generated by
technical experts.

Experience -

4 – 6 years of work experience in using various image processing softwares.

Skills required -

Proficiency in using Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, GIMP and similar image
processing Software.

Knowledge of creating 2D animations

Excellent creativity and aesthetic sense of presentation

Ability to produce uncompromising, high quality artwork in short time

Knowledge of handling .bmp, .gif, .jpg, .png and other graphic file formats

Candidates having work experience with a publication organization and knowledge of
Camtasia Studio, Pinnacle Studio, Sony Vegas Pro or other similar video
recording/editing tools will be preferred.

Social Media Specialist

Location: Hyderabad, INDIA

Responsibility -

You will be presenting the tutorialspoint on various social media network. You will be
monitoring and participating in online conversations via posts. You will also be
creating and maintaining tutorialspoint landing pages on social media platforms and
managing overall brand promotion.

Experience -

2– 3 years of work experience as Social Media Expert

Skills required -

Passion of social media websites like Facebook, LinkedIn, Pinterest, Twitter,
YouTube etc.



Strong understanding of social communities, networking and social media
policies

Deep knowledge of RSS feeds, formats and feed publishing

Excellence at public relations

Knowledge of handling RSS feeds, their formats, and feed publishing

Candidates having knowledge of formatting contents using HTML-5, CSS3 and work
experience in publication organization will be preferred.

Content Translation Specialist

Location: Hyderabad, INDIA

Responsibility -

You will be translating out tutorials in various international languages such as French,
German, Spanish, Chinese, Russian, Portuguese, and Japanese.

Experience -

2– 3 years of work experience as a content translator.

Skills required -

Strong understanding of English and target language

Excellent verbal and written command over target language grammar

Excellent aesthetic sense of presentation

Knowledge of handling MS Office suite and other text file formats

Preference will be given to the candidates who -

have experience of teaching foreign language in any educational institute

work experience in publication organization

knowledge of formatting contents using HTML-5, CSS3

How to Apply?

You can send your curriculum vitae along with profile work as attachment(s) to -

contact@tutorialspoint.com

You can also send your work profile to our postal address –

Tutorialspoint (I) Pvt. Ltd.
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388/A, Road Number 22,

Jubilee Hills,

Andhra Pradesh - 500033,

INDIA


